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Abstract
In this paper, we describe ParCorFull2.0, a parallel corpus annotated with full coreference chains for multiple languages, which
is an extension of the existing corpus ParCorFull (Lapshinova-Koltunski et al., 2018). Similar to the previous version, this
corpus has been created to address translation of coreference across languages, a phenomenon still challenging for machine
translation (MT) and other multilingual natural language processing (NLP) applications. The current version of the corpus
that we present here contains not only parallel texts for the language pair English-German, but also for English-French and
English-Portuguese, which are all major European languages. The new language pairs belong to the Romance languages. The
addition of a new language group creates a need of extension not only in terms of texts added, but also in terms of the annotation
guidelines. Both French and Portuguese contain structures not found in English and German. Moreover, Portuguese is a
pro-drop language bringing even more systemic differences in the realisation of coreference into our cross-lingual resources.
These differences cause problems for multilingual coreference resolution and machine translation. Our parallel corpus with
full annotation of coreference will be a valuable resource with a variety of uses not only for NLP applications, but also for
contrastive linguists and researchers in translation studies.
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1. Introduction
We present ParCorFull2.01, an extension of the existing
corpus ParCorFull (Lapshinova-Koltunski et al., 2018).
ParCorFull is a multilingual parallel corpus, originally
containing the languages English, the original language
of the included texts, and German. In this work, we
describe its extension to French and Portuguese. Par-
CorFull has full coreference annotation, which means
that it contains not only annotation of pronouns, but
also full nominal phrases, verbal phrases and clauses
and includes rich set of links with both entity and event
coreference. The corpus was created to study, model
and evaluate the translation of coreference and coher-
ence patterns in machine translation and multilingual
NLP. The first version of the corpus was already used
in a number of studies (Lapshinova-Koltunski et al.,
2020; Lapshinova-Koltunski et al., 2019; Guillou et al.,
2018).
French and Portuguese, the two Romance languages
added in the new version of the corpus, pose new
annotation challenges as they contain structures not
available in English and German. Therefore, the ex-
tension of the corpus with translations into these two
languages also required the revision and extension of
the annotation guidelines, particularly with respect to
the handling of clitics and personal pronouns in dir-
ect object function, as well as relative pronouns and
reflexives. Moreover, Portuguese is a pro-drop lan-
guage, which means that it contains zero anaphors in

1The corpus will be available from the LINDAT re-
pository. The data is already available at the Git-
Hub repository https://github.com/chardmeier/
parcor-full.

subject position recognisable in the verb forms only.
These language-specific features result in systemic dif-
ferences in the realisation of coreference in our cross-
lingual resources. Our previous analyses (Lapshinova-
Koltunski et al., 2020) show that even such closely
related languages as English and German show con-
trasts in the realisation of coreference structures across
spoken and written texts. The addition of two new tar-
get languages will allow us to study more systemat-
ically how coreference is expressed and coherence is
rendered across different language pairs.
The coreference relation is shared across all languages,
but languages differ considerably in the range of lin-
guistic means triggering this relation (Lapshinova-
Koltunski et al., 2020; Lapshinova-Koltunski and
Kunz, 2020; Kunz and Steiner, 2012; Kunz and
Lapshinova-Koltunski, 2015; Novák and Nedoluzhko,
2015). The more differences there are in the language
systems, the more variation in coreference means we
observe, even if we deal with the same pieces of in-
formation.

(1) a. EN: . . . not to mention social networking
platforms, allow [people] to self-identify,
to claim [their] own descriptions of [them-
selves], so [they] can go align with global
groups of [their] own choosing.

b. DE: . . . gar nicht zu sprechen von So-
cial Networking Plattformen, [Menschen]
ermöglichen [sich] eine eigene Identität
geben, [sich] auf eigene Art und Weise
definieren, und sich damit weltweit an zu
Gruppen orientieren, die [sie] [sich] selbst
aussuchen.

https://github.com/chardmeier/parcor-full
https://github.com/chardmeier/parcor-full
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c. PT: . . . já para não falar nas plataformas
sociais na internet, permitem [às pess-
oas] [auto-identificarem-se], e criarem as
descrições de [si próprias] de maneira
a [lhes] permitir [associarem-se] global-
mente aos grupos que [quiserem].

d. FR: . . . sans parler des plateformes de
réseaux sociaux, permettent [aux gens] de
s’identifier [eux]-mêmes, de revendiquer
leur propre description d’[eux]-mêmes, de
manière à pouvoir rejoindre les groupes
mondiaux de [leur] choix.

Example (1) illustrates the same coreference chain
in English (EN), German (DE), Portuguese (PT) and
French (FR). All expressions refer to the entity people
(Menschen, pessoas, gens). In the English sen-
tence (1-a), the chain contains a bare noun as ante-
cedent and two possessive pronouns, one personal and
one reflexive pronoun are anaphors. Its German (1-b)
translation also contains a bare noun as antecedent.
However, the German chain does not contain any pos-
sessive pronouns – reflexive pronouns are used instead.
In the Portuguese translation (1-c), we find more vari-
ation: The antecedent às pessoas is a definite noun
phrase with a preposition fused to the definite article.
It contains three reflexives (which are parts of the verbs
here), one personal pronoun and one pro-drop or zero
anaphora (also marked on the verb). French (1-d), like
Portuguese, has a definite NP antecedent with a fused
preposition Moreover, the finite subordinate clause so
[they] can go align at the end of the example is rendered
with an infinite construction de manière à pouvoir re-
joindre, causing the disappearance of the subject pro-
noun in the translation.
Such cross-lingual differences in the realisation of
coreference relation give rise to transformation patterns
used to create coherent translations. Therefore, under-
standing them is valuable for not only contrastive lin-
guistics and translations studies, but also for multilin-
gual natural language processing.
The remainder of the paper is organised as follows. In
Section 2., we summarise the existing corpora annot-
ated with coreference for the languages at hand. Sec-
tion 3. provides an overview of the categories annot-
ated and contains information on the new categories
that we introduced to capture specific properties of the
two Romance languages. We give some details on the
selection of the French and Portuguese data in Sec-
tion 4. and on the annotation process in Section 5. Sec-
tion 6. contains statistics on the annotated structures.
An outlook and conclusions are given in Section 7.

2. Related Work
There exist several corpora annotated with coreference
relations for the English language. For German, the
resources are more sparse. There are a few corpora for
French and Portuguese. However, we only know of few

multilingual corpora for multiple languages that are an-
notated with the same coreference categories. We sum-
marise some of the monolingual and multingual cor-
pora known to us below.

English corpora The corpus ARRAU (Uryupina et
al., 2020) is one of the most thoroughly coreference-
annotated English corpora. It contains large-scale an-
notations of a wide range of anaphoric phenomena in
texts belonging to various genres including news, dia-
logues and fiction.thorough annotation.
Another corpus containing various genres is
GUM (Zeldes, 2017). The coreference annota-
tions in GUM additionally provide details on the
structural information status (given, accessible, new)
of mentions. All named entities (and the further
mentions) are also linked to their Wikipedia identifier
provided they have a Wikipedia article.
The corpus OntoNotes (Weischedel et al., 2017) is one
of the most well-known large-scale resources annotated
with coreference. This resource is multilingual and
contains English, Chinese and Arabic texts from news,
magazines, web data, broadcast conversations and con-
versational speech data.
The English part of PCEDT (Nedoluzhko et al., 2016),
the Prague Czech-English Dependency Treebank, con-
tains the Wall Street Journal section of the Penn Tree-
bank and includes coreference annotations produced in
the same way as those in the Czech-PCEDT.
The corpus TwiConv (Aktaş and Kohnert, 2020) con-
tains of coreference annotation of microblog conversa-
tions from Twitter.
The Parallel Meaning Bank (Abzianidze et al., 2017),
a semantically annotated parallel corpus for English,
German, Dutch and Italian, also contains coreference
annotations.

German corpora As already mentioned above, there
are not so many coreference-annotated corpora for the
German language.
Coreference annotations are contained in
TüBa/DZ (Naumann and Möller, 2007). Pots-
damCC (Bourgonje and Stede, 2020), a corpus of
German newspaper articles, is annotated with nom-
inal and pronominal coreference. The relations are
restricted to the category of identity only. Besides that,
the corpus contains information on the information
structure.
There are several multilingual corpora that also contain
coreference annotations of German texts. Apart from
the first version of ParCorFull, there is ParCor (Guil-
lou et al., 2014) with a pairwise annotation of ana-
phoric pronouns and their antecedents, a very small
corpus by (Grishina and Stede, 2015) and the corpus
GECCo (Kunz et al., 2021). These four corpora con-
tain English and German texts, with German texts be-
ing translations of the English sources in most cases.
The corpus GECCo contains comparable texts in Eng-
lish and German.
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French corpora The corpus DeDe (Gardent and
Manuelian, 2005) was one of the first freely available
coreference-annotated corpora for French. This corpus
contains newspaper articles.
Another freely available corpus for French that contain
coreference annotations is ANCOR (Muzerelle et al.,
2014). This corpus represents the largest French cor-
pus that concerns specifically spoken language, as it
contains a variety of spoken genres. The coreference
annotations include nominal and pronominal mentions.
Democrat (Landragin, 2016) is a multi-genre corpus
of written texts. This corpus partly contains historical
data. Both ANCOR and Democrat were specifically
designed to tackle the coreference resolution task.
EvalRefGen (Todirascu, without year) is a small multi-
genre corpus of about 15,000 tokens annotated for
primarily nominal coreference.
The ELRA-W0032 corpus (Tutin et al., 2000) contains
one million tokens of mostly journalistic text and two
monographs annotated for anaphoric and deictic ex-
pressions as well as some cases of ellipsis and event
reference.

Portuguese corpora There exist several corpora an-
notated with coreference in Portuguese.
The HAREM corpus (da Fonseca et al., 2017) con-
tains annotations of nominal coreference only, as it was
created for automatic detection of relations between
named entities. This was one of the first joint evalu-
ation efforts for Portuguese.
The Summ-it corpus (Collovini et al., 2007) contains
not only annotations of coreference relations, but also
information on morpho-syntactic properties of refer-
ring expressions. There are 560 coreference chains
marked in this corpus.
Corref-PT (Vieira et al., 2018) is another Portuguese
corpus annotated with coreference, which contains
3,898 reference chains. They were automatically an-
notated and then manually revised. However, all these
corpora are monolingual.
To our knowledge, the only multilingual corpus con-
taining annotation of coreference for PT is described
in (Garcia and Gamallo, 2014). This corpus includes
Portuguese, Galician and Spanish. However, corefer-
ence annotations are restricted to person entities only.
The ZAC (Zero Anaphora Corpus) is a corpus com-
piled with the aim to resolve zero-anaphora, that is, an
anaphora relation where the anaphoric expression (or
anaphor) has been zeroed, common in pro-drop lan-
guages. The first corpus of this kind was described
in (Pereira, 2009). An English-Portuguese comparable
corpus was used in a study to resolve coreference in
dialogues in (Pereira, 2009).
To our knowledge, there are no further coreference-
annotated corpora containing the four languages that
we include into ParCorFull2.0: English, German,
French and Portuguese.

3. Annotation Categories
The annotation of the French and Portuguese texts
is based on the annotation guidelines by Lapshinova-
Koltunski and Hardmeier (2017). They address the
segmentation of nominal elements, the annotation of
different antecedent and anaphora types and examples
of various problematic cases. The specific properties
of French and Portuguese required adaptation of the
annotation guidelines. Both of these languages con-
tain clitic pronouns. This implies different mention se-
lection strategies in MMAX2 (see below). The Por-
tuguese texts were annotated using the guidelines for
French. However, we also introduced a new category
here which was not available in the other languages at
hand – null or zero anaphors for pro-drops.
As a reminder, we include an overview of the main an-
notation principles in ParCorFull.

Segmentation The annotated elements (markables)
include: pronouns, nouns, noun phrases or ellipt-
ical constructions that are parts of a coreference pair
(antecedent-anaphora), as well as verb phrases or
clauses being antecedents of event anaphora.

Types of antecedents We include both entities and
events as antecedents. Entities can either be represen-
ted by a pronoun or a noun phrase. Events can be rep-
resented by a VP, a clause or a set of clauses, see ex-
ample (3) in (Lapshinova-Koltunski et al., 2018). Ante-
cedents can be split, and if there is no explicit ante-
cedent, the position of the antecedent is left open. The
latter occurs if a referring expression is anaphoric, but
no specific antecedent can be found in the text.

Types of anaphora Most referring expressions (ana-
phors) are constituted by pronouns and nominal
phrases are annotated as referring expressions (ana-
phors). However, in some cases, referering expressions
are parts of verbs or verbal phrases, e.g. in case of el-
liptical constructions or clitics in Romance languages
(see below).
Coreferring pronouns include demonstrative, per-
sonal, relative, reflexive pronouns and the category
none (for pro-drops as stated below). In French,
we annotate the indirect pronouns y and en, see ex-
ample (2-a), except when they occur as fixed elements
of constructions like il y a ‘there is’ or s’en aller ‘to
leave’ (2-b).

(2) a. Jean est allé à [Paris]. Il [y] a trouvé le
bonheur. (“Jean has gone to Paris. He’s
found happiness there.”)

b. Jean est allé à [Paris]. Il y a beaucoup de
monde à [Paris]. (“Jean has gone to Paris.
There are a lot of people in Paris.”)

Relative pronouns in Portuguese may contain further
elements (e.g. article or a preposition). In this case,
the whole relative pronoun phrase is marked, as shown
in example (3-a) where de que is marked as a referring
expression. In French, the relative pronouns ce qui, ce
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que and ce dont similarly consist of two words annot-
ated as a single unit (3-b). These elements are not an-
notated when they are used as interrogative pronouns.

(3) a. Mas [a ideia] [de que] não devemos per-
mitir que a ciência faça o seu trabalho
porque temos medo, é de facto muito
sufocante. (“But [the idea] [that] we
should not allow science to do its job be-
cause we’re afraid, is really very deaden-
ing”).

b. Le docteur m’a dit que j’étais guéri, [ce
qui] m’a surpris. (“The doctor told me I
was cured, [which] surprised me.”)

c. . . . alors que tu es en train d’étudier tout ce
qui peut mal se passer (“. . . while you’re
studying all that can go wrong.”)

In addition to pronouns, we also mark up deictic ad-
verbs pointing to locations (there, here) and moments
in time (then, now) if they have an identifiable ante-
cedent in the text.
Personal pronouns functioning as direct objects and re-
flexives in Portuguese are frequently used as clitic pro-
nouns, i.e. they are joined to the head word – the verb.
For example, see the verbs auto-identificarem-se and
associarem-se in example (1) above. Our annotation
strategy is to mark the whole verb which is concaten-
ated with the pronominal element, as MMAX2 does not
allow their separate marking. Another strategy would
be a different tokenisation – separation of clitics in the
pre-annotation step. However, we consider marking
clitics together with verbs for a better and more con-
venient option. Although the verb merged with the
clitic is marked, such cases are annotated as pronouns
and not verbs. For instance, convidá-los with the clitic
pronoun -los in (4) is marked as a pronouns, which has
an anaphoric functions, referes to an entitiy (universid-
ades de toda a África subsaariana), which can be char-
acterised as a simplae antecedent. Besides that, this is
a personal pronoun in plural with non-subject function.

(4) Trabalhamos com [universidades de toda a
África subsaariana] e estamos a [convidá-
los] a adquirir competências em inovação so-
cial. (“Working with [universities all over sub-
Saharan Africa], And we are inviting [them] to
learn social innovation skills. ”).

Both Portuguese and French belong to clitic-doubling
languages, i.e. pronominal reduplication may occur
here, see example (5), with se and si. Unlike Spanish,
where clitic pronouns may double full nominal phrases,
both in Portuguese and French, they can double pro-
nouns only (Magro, 2019). However, such cases are
not so frequent in our corpus.

(5) a possibilidade de [um indivı́duo] [se] ver a [si]
próprio como capaz. (“the possibility of [an
individual] (themselves) to see [themselves] as

capable”).

As we cannot technically mark zeros, i.e. in case of
null or zero anaphors or pro-drops, we also mark the
gead verbs, see the verb quiserem in example (1) above.
This category does not exist the other languages of our
corpus and was not originally forseen in our annota-
tion scheme. However, the results from our prelimin-
ary corpus analyses showed a certain degree of loss in
the data, if this category was not considered: the Por-
tuguese texts contained much fewer pronominal ana-
phors as their English and German counterparts. In-
stead of adding a new category into the scheme, we
used the option ‘none’ already encoded in the MMAX2
scheme. Similarly as with the case of clitics, we mark
the head verb but annotate it as a pronoun. For instance,
quiserem in example (1) above, is annotated as a pro-
noun with th following features: anaphoric, plural, sub-
ject and none, which refers to an entity being a simple
antecedent.
Coreferring noun phrases include proper names (Si-
mone Biles in Figure 1 below), nominal postmodifiers
as Ivanov in the nominal phrase O adjunto de Ivanov
in (6-a), full noun phrases as uma empresa com o Stan
Winston in example (6-b). Generic nouns like A acção
colectiva in (6-c) can co-refer with definite full NPs
or pronoun incuding zero anaphors (coloca and causa),
but not with other generic nouns.

(6) a. O adjunto de [Ivanov] desde 2012, Anton
Vaino, foi nomeado como [seu] sucessor.
(“Mr [Ivanov]’s deputy since 2012, Anton
Vaino, has been appointed as [his] suc-
cessor.”)

b. Então , criei [uma empresa com o Stan
Winston], (...) E o conceito [da empresa]
era... (“So , I started [a company with Stan
Winston]... And the concept of [the com-
pany] was...”)

c. [A acção colectiva] pouco ou nada
consegue, mas [coloca] pressão sobre
equipas e serviços já sobrecarregados e
[causa] preocupação... (“[Industrial ac-
tion] achieves little or nothing, but [it]
places pressure on already stretched teams
and services and [it] causes worry”)

Linguistic chains may also include substitution and el-
lipsis in addition to referring expressions. These trig-
ger a type reference relation (as opposed to a relation of
identity) between referents belonging to the same class
(Kunz and Steiner, 2013; De Beaugrande and Dressler,
1981). In substitution patterns, the referring expression
is replaced with another element (see example of verbal
substitution in (8) below). In ellipsis, it is completely
left out, and the reference is implicit, as in example (7).

(7) Eu pedi a alguém que contasse o número de
[livros com felicidade no tı́tulo , publicados nos
últimos cinco anos], e eles desistiram depois
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de cerca de 40, e havia muitos mais []. (“I
had somebody count the number of books with
“happiness” in the title published in the last five
years and they gave up after about 40, and there
were many more [].”).

We include substitution and ellipsis into our frame-
work, since they often occur in similar contexts as core-
ference if considered cross-lingually. We subdivided
them into their structural types, according to the omit-
ted/substituted element: nominal, verbal and clausal.
In example (8), we illustrate a case of a clausal ellipsis2

with Não (“No”) and a verbal substitution with Fazem-
no (“do so”).

(8) ...Miguel, [elas voam 240 km até à pro-
priedade e depois voam 240 km de volta à
noite]? [Fazem-no] pelas crias?... [Não], re-
spondeu. [Fazem-no] porque a comida é mel-
hor. (...Miguel, do [they fly 150 miles to the
farm, and then do they fly 150 miles back at
night]? Do they [do so] for the children?...
[No]. They [do so] because the food’s better.”)

Another category that is considered here but is ex-
cluded from most analyses3 is that of comparative ref-
erence, which does not trigger co-reference in the strict
sense. Together with other cases (substitution and ellip-
sis) it instead involves type reference, co-classification
or “sloppy identity” (Kunz and Steiner, 2012). The
linguistic means signaling comparative reference in-
clude such words as same, equal, identical or particu-
lar adjectives in the comparative form. We distinguish
between general and particular comparison, the first re-
ferring to a general relation of comparison between two
entities (9-a) and the latter referring to particular com-
parative features of two entities (9-b).

(9) a. Centenas de milhares de mortes desne-
cessárias num [paı́s] que tem sido ator-
mentado mais do que [qualquer outro], por
esta doença. (“Hundreds of thousands of
needless deaths in [a country] that has been
plagued worse than [any other] by this dis-
ease.”)

b. That car over there is very [fast] . But well,
my uncle drives an even [faster] one.

4. Data Selection
We extend ParCorFull with French and Portuguese
translations of a subset of the texts already included in
the data. For French, we were able to add the complete
set of 20 TED talks present in the English and German
subcorpora. Due to project priorities, no news data was
added for French4.

2Also called yes-no-ellipsis by Menzel (2017)
3The only computational study known to us is (Khullar et

al., 2020) on what the authors call one-anaphora.
4The WMT news data does not contain French.

For the Portuguese subcorpus, we extracted 11 TED
talks from the Portuguese part of the 2017 IWSLT eval-
uation campaign. They are translations of the same 11
English TED talks that were included into ParCorFull
(derived originally from the ParCor corpus (Guillou et
al., 2014)) and correspondingly, they are parallel with
the English sources and their translations into German.
For nine of the talks included in the English, German
and French subset, no Portuguese translation was avail-
able. The WMT news test sets of the news transla-
tion shared task at the Conference on Machine Trans-
lation (Bojar et al., 2017, WMT2017) do not contain
Portuguese translations either. However, we included a
part of the news texts translated by a translation office
for our project.
As a result, the ParCorFull2.0 corpus contains a com-
mon subset of 11 TED talks fully annotated and paral-
lel across all four languages, English, German, French
and Portuguese. Nine more TED talks are included in
English, German and French only. The news portion
contains 11 articles available in English, German and
Portuguese and 8 additional articles in English and Ger-
man only.
Table 1 provides an overview of the total number of
texts and tokens for all languages contained in the cur-
rent version of the corpus.

5. Annotation Process
All the annotations were perfomed with the help of the
annotation tool MMAX2 (Müller and Strube, 2006).
The annotation scheme created for this task allows hu-
man annotators to define each markable as a certain
mention type (pronoun, NP, VP or clause). Then, the
mentions can be defined further in terms of their cohes-
ive function (antecedent, anaphoric, cataphoric, com-
parative, etc.). Antecedents can either be annotated
as simple or split, and as entity or event. For ana-
phoric expressions the scheme includes singular/plural
agreement with the antecedent and subject/non-subject
position of the expression. The annotation scheme
also covers pronoun type (personal, possessive, demon-
strative, reflexive, relative and none for zero anaphors)
and modifier types of NPs (possessive, demonstrative,
definite article, or none for proper names). An ex-
ample of the MMAX2 interface with a visualisation of
a coreference chain in Portuguese is illustrated in Fig-
ure 1. Annotations for all languages were performed
by highly experienced well-trained annotators with lin-
guistic background in order to ensure maximum accur-
acy.

6. Annotation Results
Table 2 presents an overview of the annotated struc-
tures (in absolute numbers).
The current corpus version contains about 28,000 an-
notated mentions at the moment (counted for all lan-
guages). We group the annotated mentions according
to their morpho-syntactic type in Table 2: pronouns
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TED Talks News Total
language txt snt token txt snt token txt snt token
English 20 3,277 70,736 19 464 10,798 39 3,741 81,534
German 20 2,829 66,783 19 281 10,602 39 3,110 77,385
French 20 1,959 76,229 – – – 20 1,959 76,229
Portuguese 9 1,488 27,898 11 309 6,522 20 1,797 34,420
Total 69 9,553 241,646 49 1,054 27,922 118 10,607 269,568

Table 1: Statistics on the corpus data: number of texts (txt), sentences (snt) and number of tokens (token).

Figure 1: A coreference chain in a Portuguese news text visualised in MMAX2.

English German French Portuguese total
news TED total news TED total TED news TED total total

pron 400 3,772 4,172 477 3,840 4,317 5,140 329 1,772 2,101 15,730
np 434 2,206 2,640 446 2,401 2,847 3,327 410 1,501 1,911 10,725
vp 6 126 132 9 126 135 182 15 104 119 568
clause 12 323 335 18 317 335 360 11 127 138 1,168
all 852 6,427 7,279 950 6,684 7,634 9,009 765 3,504 4,269 28,191

Table 2: Statistics on the annotated mentions and their subcategories: pronouns (pron), nominal phrases (np),
verbal phrases (vp), clauses.

(pron), nominal phrases (np), verbal phrases (vp) and
clauses (clause). This differentiation was introduced
for a practical reason, as it permits classifying men-
tions further according to their function or the role in
a coreference chain. The numbers in the table reveal
that pronominal mentions are most frequent in all lan-
guages (although their number is not much higher than
that of nominal mentions in Portuguese). We also see
that the French data contains many more mentions than
the other languages. The Portuguese data is the smal-
lest due to a smaller number of texts and tokens (see

Table 1 above).

The number of full coreference chains in the data
amounts to 10,696 (see Table 3). We also calculate the
average chain length. The French translations contain
much more chains than their English sources and other
translations. It is also interesting to see that the German
and the French translations contain shorter chains than
the English originals, whereas the Portuguese transla-
tions contain longer chains on average.

Computing reliable inter-annotator agreement scores
for French turned out to be difficult due to the the his-
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nr. chain chain/snt av. length
English 2,319 0.62 2.94
German 2,425 0.78 2.81
French 4,744 2.42 2.87
Portuguese 1,208 0.67 3.22
total 10,696 1.00 -

Table 3: Statistics on the annotated chains: total
number of chains (nr. chain), chains per sentence
(chain/snt) and average chain length (av.length).

tory of the corpus creation. The annotation began in
2018 with one annotator, who dropped out after annot-
ating a small number of texts. We subsequently identi-
fied significant quality problems in those texts and de-
cided to restart the complete annotation with a new an-
notator, who also revised the initially annotated texts.
Comparing the annotations of the first and the second
annotator, we find a mention identification F-score of
81.9% and a CEAFe score of 72.7%. These scores
quantify the number of changes required by the rean-
notation, but do not adequately reflect the annotation
difficulty since the second annotator had access to the
first annotator’s output while completing her work. In a
later attempt of creating an ad-hoc second annotation,
we observed much lower agreement scores of 63.7%
(mention identification) and 50.7% (CEAFe). A closer
study of the discrepancies between the annotations re-
vealed that the vast majority of them were due to the
double annotator’s lack of training, with the main an-
notation being correct in almost every case.
For Portuguese, we achieve an F-score of 83.3% in
mention identification, and a CEAFe score of 78.3%.
A qualitative analysis of differences also reveal some
difference in the mention span, e.g. inclusion of the full
verbal phrase instead of marking verbs only (as event
antecedents). Also, even though the second annotator
did not include the zero anaphors, s/he annotated more
mentions. There were also differences in clustering
specific mentions into chains.

7. Conclusion and Future Work
Cross-lingual differences in the realisation of corefer-
ence relation are of interest for contrastive linguists and
researchers in translation studies. At the same time,
they pose a challenge to multilingual natural language
processing, such as machine translation or multiligual
information extraction. A parallel corpus with core-
ference annotations in four languages is a valuable re-
source, which can find application in various areas. On
the one hand, the corpus should help to study the mech-
anisms involved in coreference translation in order to
develop a better understanding of the phenomenon as
it was done for English in German by Lapshinova-
Koltunski et al. (2020). It may also serve as a re-
source for creating and evaluating coreference-aware
MT systems, see for instance (Lapshinova-Koltunski

et al., 2019; Guillou et al., 2018), without having to
rely on notoriously inaccurate automatic coreference
resolvers. This corpus can also be used as part of train-
ing and development resource for the creation of multi-
lingual or monolingual coreference resolution systems.
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